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the ancient mountain systems of the north. The snowy Pyrenees on the
south and the still higher Alps on the southeast are high young ranges
like the Sierra Nevada of California. Mont Blanc, the highest point in
Europe (15,781 feet) lies in France. Much of the rest of France is a
plain, but the high young mountains of the south are flanked by older,
lower, gentler mountains, forming a series of plateaus farther north. For-
tunately for France these other mountains are separated from both the
Pyrenees and the Alps by easily traversed lowlands, and are themselves
readily accessible, as appears from the great number of railroads in A568.
They include the Auvergne, a broad plateau which rises to a height of
3,000 feet or more in south central France, and is capped by the' cones of
old volcanoes, long extinct. Many rivers radiate from this area, including
the Seine and Loire. From the plateaus the land slopes down gently in
most directions, but steeply toward the Rhone Valley on the east.
Around the central French plateau the lowlands form a large elliptical
band, broadt at the north, narrow at the south, but everywhere easily
traversed and a good place for farms and cities. France has few mountain
barriers to divide it into diverse sections. Nor has it any extensive regions
of backward or sparse population, as is evident from the railroad map.
The largest cities, as might be expected are located in the plain. There
in the far north, close to Belgium, we find Lille, one of the few thorough-
going industrial cities of France. Farther south Paris lies in the center
of a basin, surrounded by more or less circular lines of hills which slope
gently on the side toward Paris, but are steep on the other side. This
difference in slope is especially evident east of Paris, where the steep outer
slopes of these cuestas, as such hills are called, helped to protect Paris
from the Germans in the first World War. Although boats navigate
the Seine past Rouen to Paris, Paris is not a seaport. Nevertheless, it
behaves like one in many ways, for Havre at the mouth of the Seine,
Dieppe a little to the east, and Cherbourg on the next peninsula to the
west exist-mainly for the use of passengers or freight bound to or from
Paris. Southampton and Plymouth far to the west serve similarly for
London. /
In a circuit of the elliptical French plain one avoids the higher land
of Normandy, straight west of Paris, and crosses the hospitable, gently
rolling chateau country to Nantes at the mouth of the Loire. Then,
as may be clearly seen on a relief map, one traverses a similar plain to
Bordeaux at the mouth of the Garonne. Following still the elliptical
lowland one ascends the Garonne to another great city, Toulouse. There
the lowland becomes narrow, being compressed between the Pyrenees,
and the wild Cevennes, or southern part of the Central Plateau. Never-
theless the plain continues along the Mediterranean coast as far as Mar-

